
Head Bicycle Mechanic - Job Description

Summary

The Provo branch of the Bicycle Collective is seeking a head mechanic to lead our efforts in getting more

of Utah County on bicycles. The Head Mechanic is an integral part of the team that builds on the

Collective’s years of community bicycling initiatives. The Head Mechanic leads the effort to refurbish

used bicycles, furthering the Collective’s contributions to its local citizens and communities. The Head

Mechanic will be involved with the organization’s many community and educational programs, interface

with volunteers, and provide some assistance during DIY hours. This is ideally a full-time position,

depending on the applicant’s availability.

Along with providing a gathering place, tools, education and shop services, the Bicycle Collective is about

having fun while helping others and contributing to the community. The Collective provides refurbished

bicycles and educational programs to the community, focusing on children and lower income

households. The Collective is currently operating in the following locations: Ogden, Salt Lake City, Provo,

and St. George.

Qualifications

● Minimum of 1 year or 2 seasons paid shop experience

● Passion for people, bikes, and the successful operation of a non-profit

● Working knowledge of all aspects of bicycle repair

● Proficiency with older bicycle technology and tools (1960's-present)

● Ability and willingness to work on a wide variety of bikes (department store to high-end)

● Ability to troubleshoot and use manuals, past experience, and other appropriate resources to

problem solve

● Initiative to identify and implement changes that improve work flow or turn-around time

● Must have a valid driver’s license and maintain a good driving record (no DUIs in last 5 years and

no more than 2 moving violations in the last 3 years)

● Ability to work on a deadline and within financial constraints

● Strong organizational and communication skills

● Friendly, trustworthy, dependable, and strong interpersonal skills

Responsibilities

● Ensure quality of all refurbished bicycles leaving the shop, including junior mechanic bikes,

volunteer bikes, and mechanic bikes

● Lead efforts of producing bicycles for sale racks and programs in an efficient manner

● Assist in training of mechanics



● Work with others to reach a mutual goal of efficiency and professionalism

● Lead efforts to sort incoming donations of bike and parts based on current stock, community

needs, and cost of repair

● Organize and inventory on-site bicycle and parts storage

● Maintain main shop tool functionality and inventory

● Adjust sales rack stock and pricing as necessary

● Maintain mechanic's bike log, including keeping track of parts used per project

● Maintain back-of-house inventory and process shop orders

● Facilitate Core Volunteer/Keylist orders

● Order, stock and maintain front-of-shop inventory for accessories and components

● Interface with customers and volunteers to offer assistance and sharing of knowledge

● Assist customers during Open Shop operations, when needed

● Occasionally help with the Bicycle Collective’s other programs as needed

Benefits

● $14-18 per hour, depending on experience

● Flexible schedule

● Employee pricing on distributor supplies

● Access to professional bike tools for your own projects

● Health, dental insurance available

● HSA, FSA available

● Sick leave and PTO available

Location: Provo Bicycle Collective, 397 E 200 N, Provo UT

To apply: Submit a cover letter and resume to provo@bicyclecollective.org with the subject heading

“Head Mechanic application”. The position is open until filled.

The Bicycle Collective is an equal opportunity employer. All qualified applicants will receive consideration

for employment without regard to race, color, religion, gender, gender identity or expression, sexual

orientation, national origin, genetics, disability, age, or veteran status.

The mission of the Bicycle Collective is to promote cycling as an effective and sustainable form of

transportation, recreation, and as a cornerstone of a cleaner, healthier, and safer society. The Collective

provides refurbished bicycles and educational programs to the community, focusing on children and

lower income households.


